
“The comic is a form of narrative that combines words and visuals 
that sits in the space between books and movies. Kean Loong uses 
this medium effectively to share his adventures in the mental health 
universe. We need more of such stories to provoke, inspire and 
activate us to improve our literacy of depression and to fight the 
stigma it represents.”

Dr Daniel Fung
Chairman Medical Board, Institute of Mental Health, Singapore

“Stigma often makes people uncomfortable with open discussions 
on mental health issues or their own mental health condition. 
Therefore, I applaud Kean Loong’s courage and effort in sharing his 
personal journey and educating the community on depression—the 
warning signs, intervention and self-help strategies, and available 
helplines. 

“Through the characters in the book, Kean Loong highlights a 
crucial point: that mental health is everyone’s business and with the 
support of family members, friends and mental health professionals, 
one can live a productive life while coping with depression.

“While we should not generalise and assume that all persons with 
depression face the same set of struggles listed in this book, I hope 
readers will gain a better understanding of depression through this 
publication.

“To those who are not medically trained and would like to help, it is 
helpful to consider Kean Loong’s advice, ‘Whatever you do, choose 
to be kind.’”

Porsche Poh
Executive Director, Silver Ribbon (Singapore)

Board Member, World Federation for Mental Health

“If you are looking for a book that resonates with what you (or 
others) are going through when depressed, this is it! Written in 
easy layman language, made even clearer by the fascinating comics, 
this book will be your companion when you (or your friends/family 
members) are going through the dark, “black hole” of depression. 



“The author is not only personal and authentic but daringly bold and 
candid. He also gives the most comprehensive coverage I have ever 
read on depression. He explores not only the causes, symptoms and 
processes (thoughts and feelings), but also the various treatments 
including medication, CBT, psychotherapy, ECT, RTMS, (you name 
it). But do not be intimidated, it’s very readable with practical bite-
sized insights and refl ections interspersed with comics that make 
them come alive!”

Rev Danny Goh, PhD
Pastor, Psychotherapist & Family Life Educator

“I enjoyed this book thoroughly. Not just because it has comic strips, 
but more importantly it reveals the mind of someone struggling 
through his mental health condition. It allows me to catch a window 
of his soul and understand the challenges he faced. It is also very 
informative on the strategies and resources available. A good read 
for all who are genuinely interested to help people in general.”

Rev Chua Seng Lee
Elder & Deputy Senior Pastor, Bethesda Bedok Tampines Church
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This book is dedicated to those who hurt 
but have no way to speak it out. 

I feel you, and I hurt with you. 

It’ll get better. Someday.
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Courage personified. I do not say this lightly because that would 
trivialise the person and the journey. Hanging on to a thin thread, 
he still found the strength to pull himself from the abyss. Where 
that strength came from is another narrative for another time. 
But, in the midst of the grey filter that enveloped his world, he 
clung on and found enough light to be able to now share it with 
you, so that you can also find a chink in your shades of grey.

On page 327 of this book, Mak writes, 

“[T]rue strength isn’t about appearing emotionless and 
strong in the face of everything. When we do that, we risk 
releasing our emotions in an unhealthy manner, elsewhere 
or later. Instead, true strength comes from picking our-
selves up despite falling. True strength acknowledges our 
weaknesses and our pain, and then carries on despite the 
pain. True strength crawls forward, bit by bit, rather than 
giving up.”

Significantly, this comes after he has candidly shared his journey 
throughout the preceding 300+ pages. So, no, they are not empty 
words penned by someone who is making observations from a 
safe distance. He comes to you as a fellow sufferer. Someone who 
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continues to know good days and bad; self-doubt and pain. But 
someone with the courage to share so that someone else might 
be helped.

Another of my favourite authors wrote, “…a shared pain is no 
longer paralyzing but mobilizing, when understood as a way to 
liberation. When we become aware that we do not have to escape 
our pains, but that we can mobilize them into a common search 
for life, those very pains are transformed from expressions of 
despair into signs of hope.”1

We’d read some of Mak’s blogposts and his contribution to 
another of our books, so it was a no-brainer for us to jump at 
the chance to publish this book. Apart from the helpful gems he 
shares, what’s not to like about his wry humour? 

No one can do all that he does—blog, create comics, advocate 
for mental health & wellness as a speaker—without solid 
support from his family, so this book has benefitted deeply from 
the loving input of Mak’s wife, Phay Shing, and the steadying 
maturity of his two sons. 

Although I know that Mak still can’t quite allow himself to 
acknowledge that this book will be a help to countless others, 
I’d like to have it down for posterity that we count it a privilege 
and joy to play a small part in bringing his wit and wisdom to a 
hurting world.

Having walked with others who grapple(d) with depression, I al-
ternated between chuckles and tears as I read this book. Several 
“aha” moments happened along the way, too, as I realised the 
wisdom (or otherwise) of actions I’d taken. I hope the light will 
break through for you as well, dear reader, one step at a time.

1 Henri J. M. Nouwen, The Wounded Healer (New York, NY: Doubleday, 1990), p. 93.



The night is dark, and I am far from home;
Lead thou me on!
Keep thou my feet; I do not ask to see
The distant scene—one step enough for me.2

Bernice Lee
August 2020

2 Arrangement by James Stevens of Lead, Kindly Light written in 1833 by John Henry 
Newman

Publisher’s Note xiii





Every book needs an introduction. A primer or summary of 
why you should pick it up. My introduction—the rest of this 
chapter—has a lot to do with what I hope to achieve with it.

If you close this book with a smile and a tear, then I’ll be 
really satisfied with what I’ve accomplished.

INTRODUCTION
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HELLO WORLD
When I fi rst fell into depression, I was hard put to fi nd a book 
that could describe depression from the inside out. The books 
were either too technical, or too quick to propose a solution 
without fi rst helping me understand what I was feeling. With 
my limited ability to focus, I wasn’t able to handle technicalities 
and details. I was also struggling to come to terms with what I 
was going through, and wasn’t ready to look at a solution. All I 
wanted was a book that would be both easy to read and able to 
describe my inner world to those around me.

I guess that’s what made me determined to go public with my 
condition and put up a blog about it. 

This book attempts to cover the gap between medical literature 
about depression and the tortured introspections of an 
individual. It doesn’t provide quick solutions on how to avoid 
or recover from depression, what techniques to use to have a 
healthy mindset, or what the latest medicines are. 

Instead, what I bring to you, the reader, is an understanding of 
depression from the inside. I off er some of my thought patterns 
that I wrestle with, along with my own research on my condition, 
and insight into what has helped me get through my dark days. 

I hope this book will help those with depression know they’re 
not alone. I want it to give a voice to those who don’t know how 
to express their depression, even if my experience diff ers in the 
details. And it will. Everyone’s brain is diff erent, so depression 
doesn’t always manifest in exactly the same symptoms. There 
are many inroads that lead into the darkness of depression, and 
many exits; no two people will have exactly the same path in, 
through, and out of the storm.
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I also want this book to be a safe space for people to meet the 
darkness of depression without being overwhelmed by it. If you 
know someone with depression, I hope that this book will help 
you see the world from their perspective and offer you some 
guidance on how to help someone mired in the disorder.

Given what we’ll be discussing, this book isn’t something that is 
meant to be entirely entertaining. Rather, with words and the aid 
of Depressed Dave, I hope it will shine a light into the darkness. 
And we can look at what it unveils together, however close the 
darkness is to us.
 
STATISTICS AND REALITY
Before we wade into the darkness together, let’s talk statistics 
and figures for a bit, just to understand how big the problem is. 

Depression, otherwise known as major depressive disorder, is 
still a black hole to many people. It is often confused with a lack 
of motivation or plain laziness. “Just snap out of it,” “Stop being 
so sensitive to everything,” “It’s all in your head,” are all com-
mon phrases used to dismiss someone who has depression or 
depressive symptoms.

Since it is so misunderstood, there is a lot of stigma, confusion, 
and even rejection of people who suffer from depression. Of-
tentimes, due to the same lack of understanding, or the fear of 
being rejected or stigmatised by loved ones, sufferers themselves 
end up rejecting any notion that they are ill, or need any form of 
help, and hate themselves for not being able to be “stronger” or 
“better”. This is known as self-stigma.

Denying that one is ill doesn’t make the illness go away. Untreat-
ed depression can lead to a fatal outcome. Famous people have 
taken their lives because of depression—Robin Williams; Chester 
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Bennington, the lead singer of Linkin Park; and Korean stars, 
such as Jonghyun from the band SHINee and Sulli from the band 
f(x). 

Sometimes, even though we seek treatment, the darkness still 
wins. This is hard to bear. But to not get treatment, simply 
because of stigma, is even more senseless and devastating. It is 
to embark on a road of silent struggle that leads to an inevitable 
tragic end. There has to be a better way. 

The numbers off er insight into how pervasive this mental disor-
der can be.

1. In the US, 7.1% of the adult population has depression.1

2. In Singapore, where my home is, the number is lower, at 
5.8%.2

3. 300 million people worldwide, according to the World 
Health Organisation (WHO),3 are estimated to be aff ected by 
depression. 

Let that sink in for a while. If you enter a room with 20 peo-
ple, the statistics say that at least one of those people will have 
depression in their lifetime. That means, statistically, at least one 
person in our lives struggles with depression at any one time. 

I hope to lift the curtain on this hidden illness. We fear what we 
don’t know, and so we react out of fear. But even if depression 
may look like an unseen monster that sucks life away, it doesn’t 
have to stay this way. Through this book, through giving my 

1   “Major Depression,” National Institute of Mental Health, Last updated February 2019, 
https://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/statistics/major-depression.shtml (accessed 8 
April, 2020).

2   “Coping with Depression,” Institue of Mental Health, https://www.imh.com.sg/
wellness/page.aspx?id=554 (accessed 8 April, 2020).

3   “Mental Disorders,” World Health Organization, November 28, 2019, http://www.
who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs396/en/ (accessed 8 April, 2020).
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readers a glimpse into my struggles and struggles common to 
others, I hope that both sufferers and non-sufferers alike will 
come to understand depression and its effects better. With 
greater knowledge about the issue, we will hopefully be able to 
develop more compassionate and life-giving responses to those 
who are suffering. Medical improvements give us hope—more 
hope than ever, in fact—for recovery. But for healing to be 
complete, building a supportive network of friends and loved 
ones, and a society that is kinder to those with mental health 
conditions, is paramount. 

My hope is that this book will encourage even the most hardened 
of cynics of mental health conditions to pause, and consider 
whether it’s time to be more compassionate.

If even one person benefits from reading this book…
My pain will not be in vain. 





HOW TO READ THIS BOOK

xxx xxx x  xxx xx, xxxx xx xxxxxxxx xxxx xx xxxxx xxx xx 

Trigger Warning Alert
The comic on this page deals with potentially triggering content. 
Look away if you have to, speak to someone if you have to.

Understanding More
Other facts and information that couldn’t be squeezed into a 
comic strip.

Behind the Scenes
A little window into the process of creating the comics.

TRIGGER WARNING

TRIGGER warning - SUGGESTION OF SELF-HARM

xxx xxx x  xxx xx, xxxx xx xxxxxxxx xxxx xx 
xxxxx xxx xx





Depressed Dave was never something planned. At no point in 
my life, even in the best of times, did I ever think I’d draw a 
comic, much less create enough strips to make a book out of 
it! 

But here we are. And, in the ironic way that life likes to work, 
Dave’s origin story—and all the hope that he has come to 
signify—emerges from the darkest chapter of my life. 

DEPRESSED DAVE 
IS BORN
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MY JOURNEY WITH THE DARKNESS
Depression isn’t a stranger to me. Between 2006 and 2009, I 
fought off  a bout of depression. I had suicidal thoughts that kept 
reasserting themselves in my mind, along with a strong sense of 
melancholy that I couldn’t shake. Medication helped me function 
normally. But in the hullabaloo of my second son arriving a 
couple of months too early, I forgot to take my medication. 
Surprisingly, there were no major eff ects. Since medication didn’t 
seem to make much of a diff erence to my general condition, with 
my doctor’s agreement, I was discharged completely from them. 

I think it was my experience with depression that made me 
assume I’d never be hit so strongly, or so suddenly, again. I 
thought that I’d be able to recognise any impending symptoms 
from a mile away, and that basic treatment would get me back 
on my feet. I’d coped well enough for years, despite my various 
struggles at work and with a heavily melancholic disposition. 
Surely I was equipped by now to handle depressive episodes. 

It was even one of the better seasons of my life. On the home 
front, I was (and still am!) happily married to my childhood 
sweetheart and we have two young sons. I was in church 
regularly, and even used to lead Bible study in my home. 

Work wise, I’d fi nally found a new job in my specialty. My career 
up till then had been built entirely on Information Technology. I 
fi nally had the chance to do research and implement a new scope 
of work that I’d always wanted to pursue. Bright-eyed and bushy-
tailed, the future looked good. With the new job paying me well 
enough, we even thought we might be able to have some savings. 

Nothing prepared me for what was about to happen. 
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When Panic Attacked

The panic attack took us by surprise, when it hit at the tail end 
of a rather good weekend. I was proud of my boys for walking 
around a reservoir near our home for two hours straight. After 
showering, we settled down for dinner. 

Suddenly, I found myself hunched over, breath coming fast, 
adrenaline rushing, as I looked around for a non-existent threat. 
I tried to take deep, calming breaths until the sense of crisis 
had passed. Finally, when I was able to regain control of myself, 
I went to the kitchen to talk to my wife. We were worried, but 
didn’t know what we should do or whether there was anything to 
be concerned about.

The next day, I spent the whole day at work trying hard not to 
cry. A colleague thought I was affected by some of the nega-
tive feedback that I’d been receiving and tried to give me some 
encouragement. But I didn’t know how to tell him what the issue 
really was. A visit to my family GP (general practitioner/ doctor) 
in the evening confirmed my worst fears.

My old friend, depression, was back. 

In hindsight, I can see that this had been building up for a while. 
Beneath the surface, I had been easily irritable, especially at 
home. I was constantly berating my children, and had very little 
energy for social interaction. I couldn’t even enjoy the short 
vacation my wife and I managed to squeeze in, our first break 
in years, to a little island off the east coast of West Malaysia. It 
should have been great fun, but my heart was simply not in it. 
I couldn’t even experience simple joy, much less happiness or 
hearty laughter.
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After the panic attack, the suicidal thoughts started and didn’t 
let up. I was excused from work, even though I resisted, since 
I’d only been employed for a month. My GP, bless his heart, had 
to spend 15 minutes talking me into accepting at least a week of 
rest, to try to get out of this funk. He also managed to persuade 
me to start taking antidepressants. Fortunately, my superiors 
were understanding and encouraged me to take time off  in order 
to recover.

Sinking, Sinking
I spent the following two weeks in free fall. Depression is one of 
those illnesses that keeps taking you to new lows, just when you 
think you’ve reached rock bottom. I spent my days shambling 
around like a zombie and trying everything I could to get out of 
the funk. 

I tried visiting a cat café. I love cats. But, despite being surround-
ed by eight fur balls, I felt nothing. It was like wearing a body 
glove, so thick that nothing could get through, emotionally or 
mentally. All I knew was the constant pain of existing. I sat there 
in that café for the whole day, isolated and surrounded by numb-
ness.

Nature, exercise, and sunlight are supposed to be mood en-
hancers. So I went to parks and walked in bright sunlight to 
sweat out the pain. But that didn’t work. The pain only kept 
getting worse. I remember walking around the Singapore Botanic 
Gardens, looking for a way to end my life. What held me back 
was the care that the gardeners had evidently extended to the 
plants and grounds of the garden. I didn’t want to trouble them 
with clearing away the mess I’d leave behind. 
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Seeking Help
During these few weeks, I tried hard to seek professional help. I 
considered private referrals, but that can get really expensive in 
Singapore. Private psychiatrists can charge anywhere from 150 to 
over 200 SGD per hour. That led me to call a public hospital to 
see if I could get subsidised treatment. The lady1 who picked up 
advised me to get assessed at one of Singapore’s public poly-
clinics, which would then refer me to a public hospital. She also 
informed me that the Institute of Mental Health (IMH) was the 
place to go if I was facing a mental health crisis. IMH is the only 
public hospital in Singapore that maintains an emergency clinic 
round-the-clock for mental health crises. I was unaware of this.

Her words would end up saving my life.

Singapore has a scattering of government-run, subsidised-care 
polyclinics around the island. As a result of my visit and plea for 
help, I was referred to one of the public hospitals near my home 
and given some antidepressants to tide me over. 

But the hospital took a while to get my referral processed, 
despite my desperate phone calls, pleading with them to hurry. 
I felt myself fading into an endless pain. At that point, there 
seemed to be no other option and no point delaying the inev-
itable. I had a plan to end my life, so I put it into action. One 
afternoon, as a fi nal farewell, I brought my wife and my boys out 
for a good meal together.

Remember that phone call I made earlier? As a result of that call, 
I’d visited the IMH website and discovered that IMH maintains 
a helpline2 manned by counsellors around the clock. So, right at 

1   Regina—who was manning the enquiry line at Ng Teng Fong General Hospital—if 
you’re reading this, you saved my life.

2   Mental Health Helpline: 6389 2222 (https://www.imh.com.sg/contact-us/)
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the most critical point of deciding whether or not to end my life, 
I made myself (and God) one last deal: I’d call the Mental Health 
Helpline. I won’t be the first to hang up, and I’d do what the 
person on the other end told me to do. So, after seeing my wife 
and kids home safely, before acting further on my plan, I picked 
up my mobile, and dialled.

What made me make that call? I don’t really know. I felt caught 
in a paradox (something common to people with depression, 
which we will discuss further along in the book). Part of me knew 
that resorting to suicide wasn’t the best solution, even as I want-
ed to end things. Another part of me didn’t want to disappoint 
anyone by leaving abruptly, even though I felt that it was best for 
everyone if I did. The only way I could resolve the paradox was to 
strike that deal and call the Helpline.

Someone did answer my call. I never got their name, but it was a 
soft and gentle voice that asked me about my pain and my con-
dition. I wept a little at that kindness. I hadn’t been able to cry at 
all up until then. 

I took a bus to IMH, alone. My wife knew I was not doing well, 
but she didn’t suspect how bad things had gotten. Besides, she 
had to take care of the boys. Along the way, I sent a quick mes-
sage to my Bible study group, and two of my friends immediately 
offered to meet me there so that I wouldn’t be alone. When I 
arrived, I crossed the road to the hospital without checking for 
traffic. I couldn’t feel anything anymore. Why bother?

That night, I was admitted for observation and for my own 
safety. I fought against it, and I cried in fear. But with my friends’ 
presence, and with the insistence of the admitting doctor, I 
ended up staying in a psychiatric ward that specialises in mood 
disorders for six days.
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In the hospital, I initially responded well to a change in medi-
cation. However, things got worse after my discharge, and my 
medications had to be rejigged for me to have the energy to do 
my daily activities. My doctor told me that based on what I de-
scribed, I’d been suffering from dysthymia3 for a few years before 
my mood or condition suddenly crashed and plunged me into a 
severe form of depression. I was also started on psychotherapy. 
It would prove to be most helpful in reshaping my thought pat-
terns, as well as tearing out the root issues that were causing me 
to be stuck in a negative loop of self-blame and self-destruction. 

As I write, I’m still undergoing treatment, and the end doesn’t 
seem to be in sight. Perhaps it never will be. But overall, I 
acknowledge that I’m improving, even if certain days are still 
really difficult. At times, when faced with setbacks or emotional 
whirlpools, my thoughts still turn to self-harm. But I am now 
more aware of them, and more adept at keeping myself safe.

3   “Persistent depressive disorder, also called dysthymia, is a continuous long-term 
(chronic) form of depression. You may lose interest in normal daily activities, 
feel hopeless, lack productivity, and have low self-esteem and an overall feeling 
of inadequacy. These feelings last for years and may significantly interfere with 
your relationships, school, work and daily activities.” Taken from “Persistent de-
pressive disorder (dysthymia),” Mayo Clinic, December 8, 2018, https://www.may-
oclinic.org/diseases-conditions/persistent-depressive-disorder/symptoms-causes/
syc-20350929 (accessed April 8, 2020).
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WHEN THE DRAWING BEGAN
Part of my recovery came from writing about my depression. 
After I was discharged, I set up a free blog on Wordpress4 to write 
my story.5 It took me a while, and I knew that publishing it, espe-
cially via social media, would mean that I was making my condi-
tion public. I considered it carefully: would I be able to live under 
the glare of everyone knowing about my condition?

In the end, with the agreement of my wife and our best friend, I 
decided to go ahead. We all knew that there was a risk of stigma 
and people trying to “help” in ways that could discourage me or 
set my recovery back. 

But a few things were working in my favour. By releasing my blog 
only after my story was completed, I was controlling my own 
narrative. If I released my story in bits and pieces to diff erent 
people, who had diff erent degrees of knowledge about depres-
sion, they would have replied at diff erent stages and with varying 
reactions. It would have been tiring to respond in return. Releas-
ing it as a single story meant that everyone would be on the same 
page. It also reduced the misunderstandings that could have aris-
en from them having incomplete information. I was starting to 
feel tired from constantly talking to friends about how they could 
help me in my recovery. Releasing the blog, along with a “How to 
Help” page, meant that I wouldn’t have to keep repeating myself. 
Lastly, I took heart in knowing that I was helping others gain 
some clarity and insight into the mind of a depressed person. I’d 
found little literature that fully expressed the pain I personally 
felt. I felt that if I could off er the perspective of an Asian man in a 
South-East Asian context, perhaps I could help reduce the stigma 
of seeking help in this region. 

4   Wordpress is a free-to-use blogging platform (https://wordpress.com/).
5   My blog on depression – https://depressioninsg.com/.
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The night I published my blog, I couldn’t sleep at all. 

The response was actually more positive than we’d imagined. 
Most people expressed their sympathy. As expected, a few did try 
to give unhelpful advice, or attempt to push their understanding 
of depression down our throats. But I was armed with good re-
search, such as how my medication worked. My doctor was also 
patient in explaining how he was approaching my treatment and 
I was able to put that into my writing. 

Writing gave me an avenue to organise my thoughts and release 
my emotions. But it still didn’t quite give me the satisfaction I 
was looking for, or the sense that I was releasing what I wanted 
to say in a public domain with real impact. Words aren’t the best 
medium to help some people understand something as complex 
as depression. 

At the time, I had been dabbling in art therapy to see if it could 
help me work through my emotions. After doodling a little, I felt 
like art really wasn’t something I was cut out for. But it did give 
me an idea: perhaps I could express my message through little 
comic strips… 

I’d bought a tablet and stylus for my new job. But my bosses and 
I had mutually come to the conclusion that it was better for me 
to resign from my job and take my time to recover. The tablet 
was now useless, except as a reading platform. Why not try to 
draw on it? I tried, and realised that with the right software, 
making comic strips was a real possibility.
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My fi rst attempt at drawing Depressed Dave. I knew I had a message—
but I didn’t know how to draw. Stickmen seemed like the best solution, 
but it wasn’t good enough. I also didn’t want the comic to become too 

complex so I started with characters I had in mind, and did my best to 
diff erentiate them.

The message here? Please stop talking about depression lightly.
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How do you respond best to someone with depression? Just be there, for one.

Finding the right software helped me draw in a more consistent manner 
and prevented me from getting carried away with creating a “perfect” 

work of art. At the end of every strip, if I feel my heart has been expressed 
on the page, I’m satisfi ed. I didn’t intend for Depressed Dave’s Comics 

to have storylines and plots. But it became a way to convey an aspect of 
depression: it has an ongoing and emotionally turbulent eff ect on both the 

suff erer and his or her community.
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Depression is insidious in the way it works. If I stopped to look 
at the big picture and the signifi cance of what I was trying to 
achieve with these comics, I’d be paralysed by the negative mes-
sages that my depression would pelt me with. It would tell me 
that I was useless, that no one would want to hear my message, 
that I shouldn’t try anything new since there was no point. 

So instead of looking at the big picture, I only focused on taking 
the next step. I gave myself an “out” by promising myself that I 
could give up if the next step didn’t pan out. That took some of 
the pressure off . 

With that approach, I found a software6 that could help me draw 
comic boxes easily, and help me draw heads. I’m terrible at draw-
ing circles, as it turns out, but the software did that eff ortlessly. 
With my IT background and having dabbled in some illustrator 
software in the past, I learnt the basics of the software quickly 
and started drawing my stickmen.

Initially, they weren’t coming out well. At one point, an artist 
friend pointed out that while my message was good, the art was 
too simple to keep the readers’ interest.7 So I learnt the basics 
of how to draw stickmen from YouTube videos. Eventually, my 
comic art reached a point where I felt that Depressed Dave could 
see the light of day. Again, I started out by using Wordpress, but 
eventually set Depressed Dave up on his own website.8

So Depressed Dave was born, along with other characters who 
would come to matter as much as he did to me. Even Jolly Jim, 
whom you’ll come to love to hate.

Hopefully.
6 Medibang Paint for Android – https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.

medibang.android.paint.tablet.
7 Thanks, Hans. I owe you.
8 Depressed Dave’s website – https://depdavecomics.com.
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BUT WHY A COMIC?
I’d started drawing these comics on a selfish note: I wanted to 
see if I could get my point across via another medium more 
effectively. But as I drew, I realised a couple of things.

In a comic, the interplay between the words and images is 
important. Both work together to tell a story in a way that is 
stronger than just using either alone. Typically, words are used to 
convey the plot or the character’s thoughts while the images are 
used to offer information about the context, descriptions, and 
mood of the strip. 

To keep it vibrant, each strip generally can only deal with one 
or two major ideas or issues. It also requires minimal words in 
order to bring the message or story across in a short, sharp way. 
So, unlike the verbal diarrhoea that takes place on my blog, I now 
needed to express myself with brevity. Sentences needed to be 
broken up. Ideas that took four words to convey now needed to 
take two. 

As I worked on putting the story into images, I realised the 
visuals could express the important details of my message really 
quickly. A stark background could draw the reader’s focus to the 
characters or the action. A detailed background could convey a 
sense of normalcy. You can see my growing dependence on visu-
als as the strips progress—background details became invaluable 
to help me frame the conversations. By using the images to set 
up the context, I could then reserve my words for the main point 
of the message. 

I worked hard to strike a good balance between the words and 
images. I did more research. I re-evaluated my thoughts and 
ideas about what I was going through. I reviewed what I had done 
in therapy, and thought about how I could explain depression 
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to someone who’d never been through it using a comic—a form 
that was new to me.

In the process, I internalised even more of the messages that I 
was posting. So much so that as I drew, I would cry because I 
needed to hear something in particular during that season, or 
because I identifi ed with some painful points. 

The more I worked with comics, the more I realised how suitable 
a medium it was, not just to showcase what depression feels like 
or to talk about depression, but also for my own healing. In the 
midst of depression, sometimes too many words can be over-
whelming. 
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Sometimes, less is more. Comics kind of insist that less is more, always.
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DRAMATIS PERSONAE (A.K.A. WHO IS 
WHO)
When many people speak to me as the creator of Depressed 
Dave, they often start by asking whether I’m Dave.

I’m not.

Dave is my simplest character. He is nondescript; his friends 
and the people he’d come in contact with have more identify-
ing features than he does. This is because he is meant to be an 
everyman, a fi gure who could be anyone having depression, or 
who shows that depression could happen to anyone. He could 
be female, he could be an ex-student, he could be your boss. 
He could be old or young, rich or poor (though he seems to live 
comfortably enough). 

Likewise, none of the other characters are stand-ins for my loved 
ones. Rather, they represent real interactions I’ve had with peo-
ple, real words that have hurt or nurtured, real experiences that 
have aff ected my life. 

I hope you can see them as representatives of reality, ones that 
you might resonate with if you struggle with depression or you 
know someone with depression.

I hope these characters can become a vehicle that delivers you 
the voice that you want to hear, to carry you to a safer place of 
recovery and joy.
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